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Carmichael polynomials are introduced in polynomial ring Fq [t] which are
analogues of Carmichael numbers in Z. We show that there exists infinitely many
Carmichael polynomials for each q. Via higher Carlitz modules, we also have
Carmichael polynomials of level n and we show that there exist infinitely many
Carmichael polynomials of level n for each q and n.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The well-known Fermat’s little Theorem states that if l is a prime then
l | al&a for all integers a. A Carmichael number is a composite integer n
such that n | an&a for all integers a. These numbers, e.g. 561, give coun-
terexample to the converse of the Fermat’s little Theorem. It was not
known whether there are infinitely many Carmichael numbers until very
recently (cf. W. R. Alford, A. Granville and C. Pomerance [1]).
In this paper we explore an analogous phenomenon in polynomial ring
A=Fq[t] where Fq is the finite field with q elements. Here the role of the
multiplicative group Gm is played by the Carlitz module (or Drinfeld
modules of rank one). Given any commutative A-algebra K, let F i be the
qi th-power Frobenius mapping, i.e., F i (x)=xqi for all x # K. Let A[F] be
the A-submodule of A[x] generated by F i, i=0, 1, 2, ... . Then A[F] forms
a ring (the twisted polynomial ring with coefficients in A) under composi-
tion, in other words, aF i } bF i=abqiF i+ j for all a, b # A. In fact, A[F] is
equal to the endomorphism ring EndFq , (GaA) of the additive group
scheme GaA over Fq .
The Carlitz module C=(Ga , ,) is the unique Fq -linear ring
homomorphism ,: A  A[F] given by
,(1)=F 0,
,(t)=tF 0+F 1.
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Under this ring homomorphism, the additive group K acquires another
A-module structure which will be denoted by C(K). If p is a monic irreducible
in A, then it is known that
C(A( p))$A( p&1), (1)
as A-module. This is an analogue of the classical Fermat’s little Theorem
and Gauss Theorem, in other words,
(ZpZ)_$Z( p&1)Z,
for all primes p. For instance, let A=F7[t], p=t2+1. We have
,(1)=F 0,
,(t2)=,(t) } ,(t)
=t2F 0+tF 1+t7F 1+F 2
=t2F 0+(t+t7) F 1+F 2,
,( p)=,(t2)+,(1)
=(t2+1) F 0+(t+t7) F 1+F 2.
Thus for any a # C(A) (i.e., a # A), the action of p at a is given by
,( p)(a)=(t2+1) a+(t+t7) a7+a72 # C(A).
Since p=t2+1 divides t7+t and deg p=2,
,(t2)(a)=,( p&1)(a)=,( p)(a)&,(1)(a)#a72&a#0 (mod p).
Moreover, taking a=1, we have
,(t)(a)=ta+a7=t+10 (mod p).
This implies that as A-module, C(Ap) is isomorphic to A( p&1)=A(t2).
By equation (1), we obtain ,( p&1)(a )=0 # C(A( p)) for all a # A,
where a is the canonical image of a in A( p), in other words,
p | ,( p)(a)&a=,( p&1)(a),
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for all a # A. Thus we have the following basic analog:
ZtA, (ZpZ)x$Z( p&1) ZtC(A( p))$A( p&1).
We call monic reducible polynomial m in A a Carmichael polynomial if m
satisfies ,(m&1)(a )=0 # C(A(m)) for all a # A; this is equivalent to
m | ,(m)(a)&a=,(m&1)(a),
for all a # A. The purpose of this paper is to prove that there exist infinitely
many Carmichael polynomials. About twisted polynomial ring and Carlitz
module (or Drinfeld modules of rank one), we refer to Gekeler [6], Hayes
[9] or Goss [8], Chapter 3.
First, as with Carmichael numbers, we derive a criterion for Carmichael
polynomial: if m is a monic reducible polynomial in A, then m is a
Carmichael polynomial if and only if m is squarefree and ( p&1) | (m&1)
for all monic irreducible p | m (Proposition 2.5). There are not many
Carmichael polynomials in low degree as the examples in Section 2 reveal.
The purpose of this article is to show that there are infinitely many
Carmichael polynomials in Fq [t]. Let ?(N) be the number of monic
irreducibles p in A with deg p=N, and we define ?(N; d, a) to be the num-
ber of monic irreducibles p # A with deg p=N and p#a (mod d ) where d
is a non-zero monic polynomial in A and a # A with (d, a)=1. Let B
denote the set of real numbers B with 0<B<1 for which there exists a real
number NB such that if NNB , then
?(N ; d, a)
?(N)
2,(d )
,
for all monic polynomial d # A, a # A such that (a, d )=1, deg dBN,
where ,(d ) denotes the order of the unit group (A1(d ))_. It follows from
the prime number Theorem for arithmetic progressions that (0, 12)/B.
In Proposition 3.3, using our Brun-Titchmarsh Theorem (cf. [10],
Theorem 4.3), we show that given B # B and suitable monic polynomial f,
we can always find monic polynomial a coprime with f such that there are
many irreducibles p#1 (mod a) for which p&1 divides af. As in the classi-
cal case, this leads to the construction of Carmichael polynomials.
Let Cmp(N) be the number of Carmichael polynomials in A with degree
N. In Theorem 4.3, we show that if B # B, =>0, then Cmp(N)q(B&=)N
for all large values of N, based on the ideas of Erdo s [5], W. R. Alford,
A. Granville and C. Pomerance [1]. Since (0, 12)/B, we have Cmp(N)
q(12&=) N for all large values of N ; hence there are infinitely many
Carmichael polynomials in Fq [t].
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It is reasonable to believe that there exists Carmichael polynomials of
degree N for each N large enough. However, we are not able to prove this
stronger statement here.
Conjecture 1. Let = be a real number such that 0<=<1. Then the
number of Carmichael polynomials of degree N is greater than q=N for all
large values of N.
In Section 5, we consider the nth higher Carlitz modules. Associated to
the nth higher Carlitz modules, we define the Carmichael polynomials of
level n (cf. Section 5). Proceeding as the above analytic methods, we also
obtain that there are infinitely many Carmichael polynomials of level n in
Fq [t].
2. THE CARMICHAEL POLYNOMIALS
Let A=Fq [t] and let A+ denote the set of monic polynomials in A.
Given any commutative A-algebra K, as in Section 1, let A[F]=
EndFq (GaA) be the twisted polynomial ring with coefficients in A. The
Carlitz module C=(Ga , ,) is the unique Fq -linear ring homomorphism
,: A  A[F] given by
,(1)=F 0,
,(t)=tF 0+F 1.
Under this ring homomorphism, the additive group K acquires another
A-module structure which is denoted by C(K).
Let M be any ideal in A. We are particularly interested in the Carlitz
module C(AM). The unique monic generator of M is denoted by m # A. If
M=Pn11 P
n2
2 } } } P
NL
L where P1 , P2 , ..., PL are prime ideals in A, by the
Chinese Remainder Theorem, we have
C(AM)$
L
i=1
C(APNii ).
Thus to determine the structure of C(AM), it is sufficient to consider the
case C(APN), where P is a prime ideal in A. In [12], we obtained the
following basic structure theorems.
Theorem 2.1. If N is a positive integer and P=( p) is a prime ideal
in A, then the finite A-module C(APN) is isomorphic to A( pN& pN&1)
except for q=2 and p | t(t+1).
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Theorem 2.2. If N is a positive integer, A=F2 [t], p=t or t+1 # A and
P=( p), then we have
C(AP)$A( p&1), cyclic;
{C(AP2)$A(t2+t), cyclic;C(APN)$A(t2+t)A( pN&2) (N3) non-cyclic.
From now on, we shall use the notation Xm instead of ,(m)(X); hence
for any a # A, and m # A, am means the value ,(m)(a) # A. In Theorems 2.1
and 2.2, C(AP)$A( p&1) as A-module implies that for any a # A,
a p&1=0 # C(AP); this is equivalent to
p | a p&a=a p&1.
This is an analogue of the Fermat’s Little Theorem and Gauss Theorem.
Moreover, from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain that
C(AP2)$A( p2& p)
is a cyclic A-module.
Definition 2.3. Let m be a reducible polynomial in A+. We say that m
is a Carmichael polynomial if
m | am&a=am&1,
for all a # A.
Proposition 2.4. If m is a reducible polynomial in A+, having square
factors, then m is not a Carmichael polynomial.
Proof. We suppose that m= pLn, (L2), where p is an irreducible in
A+ and n # A such that p |% n. Suppose that principal ideal P=( p). Since
C(AP2) is a cyclic A-module, we can take a polynomial a # A such that
(a ) =C(AP2)$A( p2& p).
If m | am&1=am&a, then p2 | am&1. It follows from (a )=C(AP2)$
A( p2& p) that p2& p | m&1. This implies that m#1 (mod p). But p2 | m
implies that m#0 (mod p). Thus we must have
m |% am&1.
Hence, by definition, m is not a Carmichael polynomial. K
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Proposition 2.5 (Analogue of Korselt’s Criterion). Suppose that m is a
reducible squarefree polynomial in A+. Then m is a Carmichael polynomial
if and only if ( p&1) | (m&1) for all monic irreducible p | m.
Proof. First suppose that ( p&1) | (m&1) for all monic irreducible
p | m. Now let m&1=( p, &1)n. Then, by Theorem 2.1, we have p | a p&1
for any a # A. This implies that
am&1=(a p&1)n#0 (mod p).
Therefore we get m | am&1, i.e., m is a Carmichael polynomial.
Conversely, suppose that p is a monic irreducible in A such that p | m.
Since C(AP)$A( p&1) is a cyclic A-module, we can take a polynomial
a # A such that (a ) =C(AP). If m&1=( p&1) e+r where e, r # A such
that r=0 or 0deg r<deg( p&1). Since m is a Carmichael polynomial in A
and p | m, a(p&1)e+ar=a( p&1)e+r=am&1#0 (mod m) and ap&1#0 (mod p).
This implies that ar=0 (mod p). Thus we must have r=0 in A because a
is the generator of C(AP) as A-module. Hence ( p&1) | (m&1). K
Example 2.6. We have
(1) The polynomial
t8+t6+t5+t4+t3+t2+1=(t2+t+1)(t3+t+1)(t3+t2+1)
is the only Carmichael polynomial in F2[t] up to degree 8.
(2) The polynomial
t6+t4+t2+1=(t2+1)(t2+t+2)(t2+2t+2)
is the only Carmichael polynomial in F3[t] up to degree 6.
(3) The polynomial
t6+t4+t2+1=(t2+1)(t2+3t+1)(t2+4t+1)
is a Carmichael polynomial in F7 [t]. There are only 7 Carmichael polyno-
mials in F7 [t] up to degree 6.
Example 2.7. We have
(1) if
fm=(t2+t) m+1,
{gm=(t3+t) m+1,hm=(t3+t2) m+1,
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are all monic irreducibles in F2[t], then the polynomial fm gmhm is a
Carmichael polynomial. Example 2.6 (1) is the special case with m=1.
(2) If
fm=t2 (t+1)(t+2) m+1,
{gm=t(t+1)2 (t+2) m+1,hm=t(t+1)(t+2)2 m+1,
are all monic irreducibles in F3[t], then the polynomial fm gmhm is a
Carmichael polynomial. For example, f1 g1h1 is a Carmichael polynomial
of degree 12.
(3) If
fm=t(t+1)(t+2)(t+3)(t+4) m+1,
{gm=t(t+1)(t+2)(t+3)(t+4)2 m+2,hm=t(t+1)2 (t+2)(t+3)(t+4) m+3,
are all monic irreducibles in F5[t], then fm gmhm is a Carmichael polyno-
mial. For example, f1 g1 h1 is a Carmichael polynomial of degree 17.
As in the classical situation, it is also unknown whether there exists
infinitely many prime 3-tuplets (or k-tuplets), for twin irreducible may see
[10].
3. IRREDUCIBLES IN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS
Suppose that N is a positive integer. Let ?(N) be the number of
irreducibles p in A+ with deg p=N. The prime number Theorem states
that
qN
N
&qN2<?(N)
qN
N
. (2)
In particular, we have ?(N)qN(2N), for N8. If d is a non-zero
polynomimal in A+ and a # A with (d, a)=1, then we define ?(N ; d, a) to
be the number of irreducibles p # A+ with deg p=N and p#a (mod d ).
The prime number Theorem for arithmetic progressions states that (cf.
[11], Theorem 2.4)
qN
,(d ) N
&
3+deg d
N
} qN2<?(N ; d, a)
qN
,(d ) N
+
deg d
N
} qN2 , (3)
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where ,(d ) is the order of the unit group (A(d ))x and our Brun
Titchmarsh Theorem states that (cf. [10], Theorem 4.3)
?(N ; d, a)2 }
qN
,(d )(N&deg d+1)
, for N>deg d. (4)
Suppose X is a real number. Let ?(N, X) be the number of irreducibles
p # A+ such that p&1 is free of irreducible factors whose degree exceeding
X (i.e., if irreducible p$ | p&1, then deg p$X). Let E denote the set of real
numbers E with 0<E<1 for which there exist real numbers :E>0 and
positive integer NE such that
?(N, (1&E) N):E } ?(N), (5)
for all NNE . It is easy to see that if E # E, then (0, E]/E. In fact, we
have
Proposition 3.1. The set E is an open set in (0, 1).
Proof. It suffices to show that for any E # E, there exists some E$>E
such that E$ # E. Now let E$ be any number with E<E$<1. By equation
(4), we obtain
?(N, (1&E$)N)?(N, (1&E) N)& :
(1&E$)N<deg p(1&E )N
?(N ; p, 1)
:E } ?(N)& :
(1&E$) N<deg p(1&E)N
2qN
,( p)(N&deg p+1)
,
for all NNE . Using the fact that ?(N)qN(2N), for N8, we obtain
?(N, (1&E$)N)
:E } qN
2N
& :
(1&E$)N<deg p(1&E)N
2qN
(qdeg p&1) } E } N

qN
N \
:E
2
&
2
E
:
(1&E$)N<deg p(1&E)N
2
qdeg p+

qN
N \
:E
2
&
4
E |
(1&E)N
(1&E$)N&1
1
x
dx+
\:E2 &
4
E
ln
(1&E)N
(1&E$)N&1+
qN
N
,
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for N8. If E$ is taken very close to E, then we obtain
?(N, (1&E$)N)
:E
4
?(N),
for large values of N. Hence E is an open set in (0, 1). K
Let B denote the set of all real numbers B with 0<B<1 for which there
exists a number NB such that if NNB , then
?(N ; d, a)
?(N)
2,(d )
,
for all polynomials d # A+, a # A such that (a, d )=1 and deg dBN. By
the prime number Theorem for arithmetic progressions, i.e., equation (3),
we have (0, 12)/B. This leads to the information on E because we have
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that B # B. Then we have (0, B)/E.
Proof. Let $ be any real number such that 0<$<B<1 and let
==$2(8B). We denote by P($2)N, ($2+=)N the set of irreducibles p in A+ with
($2)Ndeg p($2+=)N and denote by XB, $ (N) the set of pairs ( p, d )
such that d is a polynomial in A+ with (B&$)Ndeg dBN, whose every
irreducible factor lies in P($2)N, ($2+=)N , and p is an irreducible in A+ with
deg p=N, p#1 (mod d). If ( p, d ) # XB, $ (N), then p # ?(N, N&(B&$)N).
The number of pairs ( p$, d $) # XB , $ (N) with p$= p is less than 22$ (since
the degree of every irreducible factor of d $ is ($2)N. Combining these
with B # B, we obtain
?(N, N&(B&$)N)
1
22$
:
p | d O P($2) N, ($2+=) N
(B&$)Ndeg dBN
?(N ; d, 1)

1
21+2$
:
p | d O p # P($2) N, ($2+=) N
(B&$)Ndeg dBN
?N
,(d )
, (6)
for large values of N. By the definitions of $ and =, there exists at least a
positive integer u such that
(B&$)Nu \$2 N+u \\
$
2
+=+ N+BN.
Thus any product d of u irreducibles (not necessary distinct) from
P($2)N, ($2+=)N satisfies
(B&$)Ndeg dBN.
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Hence, we have
:
p | d O p # P($2) N, ($2+=) N
(B&$)Ndeg dBN
1
,(d )
 :
p | d O p # P($2) N, ($2+=) N
(B&$)Ndeg dBN
1
qdeg d

1
u! \ :($2)Ndeg p($2+=)N
1
qdeg p+
u
Using ?(x)qx1(2x) for x8, we obtain

1
u ! \
1
2 |
($2 +=)N
($2)N+1
1
x
dx+
u

1
u ! \
1
2
ln
($2+=)N
($2)N+1+
u
.
Thus there exists a positive number, say :B, $ , such that
:
p | d O p # P($2) N, ($2+=) N
(B&$)Ndeg dBN
1
,(d )
:B, $ ,
for large values of N. To combine this inequality with equation (6), we
obtain that B&$ # E. Hence (0, B)/E. K
The main result (Theorem 4.3) of this paper is based on the following
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that B # B. Then, if integer Nmax[NB 
(1&B), 8] and f is a squarefree polynomial in A+, not divisible by any
irreducible whose degree exceeds (1&B2)N, and for which
:
irreducible p | f
1
qdeg p&1

1&B
32
,
then there is a polynomial a # A+ with deg a=N&[BN] and (a, f )=1 such
that
*[d # A+: d | f, deg (ad+1)N, ad+1 is irreducible]

1
8N
*[d # A+: d | f, deg dBN],
where [}] is the greatest-integer function and *(S) denotes the cardinality
of the set S.
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Proof. Let d # A+ divide f with deg d[BN]. Since B # B, we have
?(deg d+N&[BN]; d, 1)
?(deg d+N&[BN])
2,(d )

qdeg d+N&[BN]
4,(d )(deg d+N&[BN])

qdeg d+N&[BN]
4,(d )N
, (7)
for Nmax[NB(1&B), 8]. If p is any irreducible dividing f, then it
follows from equation (4) and deg p((1&B)2)N (by hypothesis) that
?(deg d+N&[BN]; dp, 1)
2 } qdeg d+N&[BN]
,(dp)(deg d+N&[BN]&deg dp)

4 } qdeg d+N&[BN]
(qdeg p&1) ,(d )(1&B)N
. (8)
Therefore, from equations (7) and (8), the number of monic irreducibles p$
of degree deg d+N&[BN] with
{
p$#1 (mod d )
\ p$&1d , f +=1
is at least
?(deg d+N&[BN]; d, 1)& :
irreducible p | f
?(deg d+N&[BN]; dp, 1)
\14&
4
1&B
:
irreducible p | f
1
qdeg p&1+
qdeg d+N&[BN]
,(d)N

qN&[BN]
8N
.
Thus we have at least
qN&[BN]
8N
*[d # A+: d | f, deg d[BN]].
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monic polynomial pairs ( p$, d) where d | f with deg d[BN] and p$ is an
irreducible such that deg p$=deg d+N&[BN], d | p$&1, (( p$&1)d, f )
=1. Each such pair ( p$, d ) corresponds to a monic polynomial ( p$&1)d
with deg( p$&1)d=N&[BN] and (( p$&1)d, f )=1. There is at least one
polynomial a in A+ with deg a=N&[BN] and (a, f )=1 such that a has
at least
1
8N
*[d # A+: d | f, deg d[BN]]
representations as a=( p$&1)d with the pair ( p$, d ) as above. This com-
pletes the proof. K
4. THE MAIN THEOREM
Let Cmp(N) denote the number of Carmichael polynomials in A with
degree N. As in [1], in order to get a lower bound for Cmp(N), we need
two results about finite abelian groups. We state these two results here and
for the proof the reader may see [1], Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2. For
a finite abelian group G, let n(G) denote the length of the longest sequence
of (not necessarily distinct) elements of G for which no nonempty sub-
sequence has product the identity. Let |G| be the order of G. Then we have
Proposition 4.1. If m is the maximal order of an element in G, then
n(G)<m(1+ln( |G|m)).
Proposition 4.2. If r>t>n=n(G), then any sequence of r elements of
G contains at least ( rt)(
r
n) distinct subsequences of length at most t and at
least t&n, whose product is the identity.
Our main theorem is
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that B # B and let = be any real number such that
B>=>0. Then there is a number NB, = , such that whenever NNB, = , we
have Cmp(N)q(B&=)N.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, we let E be a fixed positive real number in
E. We let N, N1 , n be three positive integers such that
N1>n(1&E)N1 ,
8N1
B(1&B)
Nq=N1(8B&=), (9)
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and let X denote the set of monic irreducibles p with deg p=N1 and such
that the degree of any irreducible factor of ( p&1) is n. Since E # E, by
equations (5) and (2), we have
qN1
N1
>*(X)=?(N1 , n):E?(N1): }
qN1
2N1
(10)
for N1max[8, NE]. We set
f = ‘
p # X
p # A+.
It follows from equation (10) that
:
irreducibles p | f
1
qdeg p&1

1
qN1&1
}
qN1
N1

2
N1

1&B
32
,
for N164(1&B). If p is an irreducible dividing f, then deg p=N1
((1&B)2)N (by equation (9)). Thus we may apply Proposition 3.3
with B, N, f. We obtain that for N1NB (i.e., by equation (9),
N8NB (B(1&B))max[NB (1&B), 8]), there is a polynomial a # A+
with deg a=N&[BN] and (a, f )=1 such that the set P, consisting of all
irreducibles p # A+ with deg pN and p=ad+1 for some d | f satisfies
*(P)
1
8N
*[d # A+: d | f, deg d[BN]]. (11)
Let u=[BNN1]. Then, by equations (10) and (9), we obtain that u|X|
for large values of N1 . And the product of any u=[BNN1] distinct
irreducible factors of f is a divisor d of f with deg d[BN]. Again by equa-
tions (10) and (9), we have
*[d # A+: d | f, deg d[BN]]\:E } q
N1(2N1)
u +
\:E } q
N1(2N1)
u +
u
\:E2B }
qN1
N +
u
\:E2B } qN1(1&=(8B&=))+
u
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for large values of N1 . Hence we have
*[d # A+: d | f, deg d[BN]](qN)B&=4,
for large values of N1 . Combining the above equation and equation (11),
we obtain that
*(P)(qN)B&=3, (12)
for all sufficiently large values of N1 .
Let unit group G=(A fA)_ and let n(G) denote the length of the
longest sequence of (not necessarily distinct) elements of G for which no
nonempty subsequence has product the identity. Since f is a product of dis-
tinct irreducibles with degree N1 , the maximal order of an element in G is
exact qN1&1. Then it follows from Proposition 4.1 and equation (10) that
n(G)<(qN1&1) \1+ln (q
N1&1)*(X)
qN1&1 +q2N1 ln q. (13)
If S is a subset of P that contains more than one element and if
CS =
def ‘
p # S
p
satisfies
CS #1 (mod f ),
then CS is a Carmichael polynomial. Indeed, every member of P is equiv-
alent to 1 modulo a so that CS #1 (mod a), and thus CS #1 (mod af )
because (a, f )=1. However, if p # S, then p # P so that p&1 divides af;
hence p&1 | CS&1. Thus CS satisfies the condition of Proposition 2.5. For
large values of N1 , by equations (9), (13) and (12), we have
*(P(qN)B&=3>q4N1 } N1q2N1 } N1>n(G).
Let t be an integer such that
*(P)>q4N1 } N1>t>q2N1 } N1>n(G).
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Now we view P as a sequence (any order) of the group G=(A fA)_ by
considering the residue class of each p # P modulo f. It follows from
Proposition 4.2 that the number of Carmichael polynomials of the form
CS , where S/P and 2t&n(G)*(S)t (for large values of N1), is at
least (using equations (12) and (9))
\*(P)t +
\*(P)n(G) +

(
*(P)
t +
t
*(P)n(G)
((qN)B&=3)t&n(G) t&t(qNt)B&=2.
Since each such Carmichael polynomial CS is such that deg CStN, so
Cmp(Nt)q(B&=2) Nt for large values of N1 . Since any large value Y can
be expressed as (N&1)(t&1)YNt where N, t are such that
{
q4N1 } N1>t>q2N1 } N1
8N1
B(1&B)
<N<q =N1(8B&=)
, for some N1 .
Thus we have
Cmp(Y)Cmp((N&1)(t&1))
q(B&=2)(N&1)(t&1)q(B&=) Ntq(B&=)Y,
for large values of N1 . This completes the proof. K
Corollary 4.4. Let = be a number such that 0<=<12. Then we have
Cmp(N)q=N,
for large values of N.
Proof. This follows from (0, 12)/B and Theorem 4.3. K
From this corollary, we have
Theorem 4.5. There are infinitely many Carmichael polynomials in
Fq[t].
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5. CARMICHAEL POLYNOMIALS OF LEVEL n
Let n be a positive integer. The nth higher Carlitz action (cf. [2]) of A
upon Gna is defined to be the unique Fq -linear ring homomorphism
,} n: A  EndFq (Gna) such that
,} nl _
x1
&=_
tx1+x2
& .
x2 tx2+x3
x3 tx3+x4
b b
xn&1 txn&1+xn
xn txn+xq1
The matrix representation of ,} nt is given by
t 1 } } } 0 0
0 t ... b b
[,} nt ]=_ b b ... 1 0& # EndFq (Gna), (14)0 0 } } } t 1F 1 0 } } } 0 t
where F 1 is the qth-power Frobenius map. The nth higher Carlitz module
C} n=(Gna , ,
} n) is a copy of Gna equipped with the nth higher Carlitz
action of A. Given any commutative A-algebra K, C} n (K) denotes the
abelian group Kn upon which A operates by the nth higher Carlitz action.
It follows from [2] that if p is a monic irreducible in A and prime ideal
P=( p), then we have (cf. [2], Proposition 1.6.1)
[,} npn ]#_
F deg p
0
b
0
0
F deg p
b
0
} } }
} } }
...
} } }
0
0
b
F deg p& (mod P) (15)
and C} n (AP) is isomorphic to A( pn&1), a cyclic A-module (cf. [2],
Proposition 1.10.3). Suppose that f (t) # A. Let d[,} nf (t) ] denote the square
matrix consisting of the coefficients of F 0 in the expansion of [,} nf (t) ] in
powers of F 1 (cf. [2], p. 174). It follows from equation (14) that d[,} nf (t) ]
is an upper triangular matrix with each diagonal entry equal to f (t) and
the (i, i+1) entry of d[,} nf (t) ] is equal to f $(t) for all 1i<n. We have
Proposition 5.1. As A-modules, the finite A-module C} n (AP2) is
isomorphic to A( p2n& pn).
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Proof. We consider the A-linear maps /i : C} n (AP2)  C} n (APi),
(i=1, 2) defined by /i (a )=[,} npn ]a (mod P
i), where a denotes the canoni-
cal image of a # An in C} n(AP2). It follows from equation (15) that the
map /1 is onto. With above discussion by taking f (t)= p, we obtain that
if
a =_
0
b
0
p & # C} n (AP2),
then
/2(a )=[,} npn ] a#0 (mod P
2)
in C} n (AP2) and
[,} npn&1] a  0 (mod P
2)
in C} n (AP2). Combining these with C} n (AP)$A( pn&1), we com-
plete the proof. K
Suppose that c is a monic polynomial in A. We shall call c a Carmichael
polynomial of level n if c divides each coordinate of the vector [,} ncn&1]a for
all a # An. With above results and proceeding as in Section 2, we know that
any monic irreducible p is a Carmichael polynomial of any level. Moreover,
if monic polynomial c # A is a Carmichael polynomial of level n, then c is
squarefree. We also obtain an analogue of Korselt’s criterion that if c is a
Carmichael polynomial of level n if and only if ( pn&1) | (cn&1) for all
monic irreducible p | c.
With this criterion, we generalize the analytic methods in Sections 3, 4
to Carmichael polynomials of level n, we also can obtain.
Theorem 5.2. Let n be a positive integer. Then there are infinitely many
Carmichael polynomials of level n in Fq[t].
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